Hello,
We are Caroline and Filipa.
We are artists and are looking
forward to being creative
with you.
OUR TIPS:

ENJOY SLOWLINESS

MAKE USE OF ORDINARY THINGS
BE CURIOUS AS YOU PLAY
MAKE IT YOUR OWN

FULLSCOPE

SPACE FOR MAKING:

WHAT’S YOUR ART SPACE GOING
TO BE THIS TIME?
WHERE CAN YOU WORK TODAY?

SUPPORTING WELLBEING /
CONNECTING COMMUNITIES

ARE YOU BACK IN THE SAME
PLACE AS LAST TIME?

MAYBE IT’S OUTSIDE, MAYBE ITS
SOMEWHERE IN YOUR BEDROOM?

HOW ARE THE CREATURES YOU
MADE WITH US LAST TIME?
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Creatures and Companions

Companions are people
or animals

you spend a lot of time with
or travel with.
Shape and make new
imaginary creatures
using 3D materials.

Shape and make them
some companions.
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Decide which companions
your creature would like
- they might want family
or

friends or

Start shaping your

both?

characters.

What will they look like?

Use plasticine or playdoh, found objects,
natural elements, recycled objects

You could mix different elements together can press a skirt shape
into a plasticine character…

fallen petals

details can be added to a character
made of recycled materials..
with plasticine.

Think about where you might put
your characters when they are
completed.
Where in your home would
they like to live?

Once you are
ready, think about
how they might entertain
each other?

Can you put some music on
and make them dance?

Might they

write

Could they

and sing
their own song?

perform a play?

Do they tell each other

stories?

Here’s another idea
if you enjoyed this:
Can
you
imagine
an
adventure
the
creatures go
on together?

You can take
them on
a physical adventure,
or draw their adventure,
or both!
Share your work with us
info@cambridgecandi.org.uk
#CreativeCare

